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Certificate
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Manuals

Lens

Accessories

Basic cleaning

Visual inspection

Light seals

lnstalled a lens

Lens function
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Check shutter

Shutter speeds

Light metering

Mirror-box

Film advance

Film counter
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u, Describe in findings.
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lnstalled flash
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Flash sync

"NEW'i as packaged by'
warranty. Not previously

Self timer

the manufacturer cornplete with manufacturer's
,owned or used by a consumer.

"OPEN BOX" means the equipment is 99 to 100 percent of NEW. ltems
include original box and instructions.

"LIKE NEW" the rating of the equipment is at 97 to 99
condition. Only the closest inspections wilt reveal slight
but the box and accessories are usually not included.

percent of original
wear. Perfect glass,

"EXCELLENT" rates 90 to 96 percent of original condition. Exceptionally nice
but may have slight wear on finish visible oniy under close inspection. Glass
will be very clean.

"EXCELLENT MINUS.'80 to 89 percent of originai. Shows moderate wear for
the age of the item, with the possibility ot small dings or blemishes. Glass
may have slight blemishes but will not affect picture quality.

Priced to setl,':GOOD" items are 70 to 79 percent of original condition. More
tllan average wear for the age of the item, and may have dents, dings or
finish loss. Glass may have marks or blemishes but should not affect picture
quality.

The look only a photographer would love. "ACCEPTABLE" means equipment
is rough, with multiple impressions in metal, excessive finish loss and
brassing. Glass will have marks, fungus and/or haze which will affect picture
quality

'AS lS" means useable for parts only. Equipment may or may not work. No
warranty or return privileges.
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